
Introduction to Diphthongs 

 Diphthongs are two vowels together in the same syllable. It is usually 

a combination of a strong, open vowel (a, e, o) and a weak, closed 

vowel (i, u).  

 In diphthongs, the stress and strength of the syllable is carried by the 

strong vowel (a, e, o). For example, the word “puerta”. In fact, babies 

as they start speaking Spanish, they usually skip the weak vowel 

saying things like “perta” instead of “puerta” or “quero” instead of 

“quiero”.  

 Show poster P.1. Words: avión, cuatro,  piedra, fuego, anciano, oigo, 

auto, caimán. Say the 

words slowly. Then 

repeat the word, 

breaking down into 

syllables. Pick “fuego”. 

Ask students: ¿Cuántas 

vocales hay en “fue”? (2, u and e). Explain that 

letter e is the strong vowel, while u is the weak vowel. When they 

are together in a syllable, it’s called “diptongo”. 

 Other words learned in the lesson: premio, nieve, duerme, bailar, 

jaula, piano, cuaderno, ciudad. 

 Have students tell you which vowels share the syllables for each 

word.  

 

 

Unit 8: Lesson 48: Diphthongs  

Resources 

• Book 48: La siesta 

• Posters and Cards 

• Practice 
worksheets 

• Student online 
activities 

• Segmentation-
Blending boards 

Spanish Phonics 
Teacher Guide 

Lesson Skills 

• Distinguish the combination 
of vowel sounds in a 
diphthong. 

• Distinguish between strong 
vowels and weak vowels in a 
syllable forming a 
diphthong. 

• Count syllables in a word, 
including words with 
diphthongs.  

• Decode and understand 
complete sentences 
containing words with open 
syllables, closed syllables 
and diphthongs. 

COMMON CORE STANDARDS 

CCSS.SLA-LITERACY.RF.1.2.F 

CCSS.SLA-LITERACY.RF.1.3.C 

CCSS.SLA-LITERACY.RF.1.3.D 

CCSS.SLA-LITERACY.RF.1.4 

Poster P.1 



 

 

 Say vowels in the diphthong. The Trading game. 

During circle time, show students the c1 cards as a poster everyday, and practice  the 

new vocabulary in this lesson. 

 After students have familiarized with the vocabulary, give each student an image 

from the C1 cards.  

 Have all students check that they 

know the word in their card.   

 Pair up your students standing up 

around the room.  

1. Tell student one to say “Hola, 

amigo/a.” (manners, first!).  

2. Tell student two to repeat.  

3. Tell student 1 to say the word in the 

image, and then the 2 vowels in the diphthong. For example: piano. i, a. 

4. Tell student 2 to say the word on their own card and the closed syllable in it.  

5. Tell students to trade cards.  

6. Students check with their partner that they remember the word and sillable, once 

they are ready, they say “adiós”.  

7. Students walk around to find a new partner, high five the new partner and repeat 

activity over and over again, until at least they have exchanged 4 cards.  

You can repeat this activity in the reading section of your lesson by using the syllable 

C.1 cards or the word C.3 cards instead of the images.  
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When 2 vowels are 

together in a word, but 

in different syllables, it 

is called “hiato”. (For 

example, “pa-e-lla”). 

Two strong vowels 

cannot be in the same 

syllable.  

When a weak vowel 

wants the strength, it 

needs an accent mark.   
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Phonemic Awareness Activities  



Reading  
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 Use the blending posters to introduce the combination of vowels 

and consonants.  

 Teacher says: “La efe (touch letter f) con la u (touch letter u), y 

con la e (touch letter e) hace /fue/ (slide your finger following 

the arrow while you say “fue”) ¿Qué empieza con “fue”?”. 

Teacher points at the image of “fue” (Posters P.2). 

 Move to poster P.3. This is a decodable word for this lesson: 

fuego. Slide your finger under each syllable while you have the 

whole class read with you. Then do it again with the complete 

word.  

 Other decodable words: avión, premio, nieve, Piedra, duerme, 

caimán, jaula, auto, piano, 

anciano,  cuatro, cuaderno, 

ciudad, oigo. 

 Read Book 48 “La siesta” to 

introduce all vocabulary 

words.  Spend a minute on 

the title, and have students 

identify the diphthong. 
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Posters P.2 

Poster P.3 

Book 48 

Blending  Sounds into Syllables 

Book 48 



                         Reading  
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Segmenting Words with Diphthongs 

 Print a copy of the Syllabic train posters (2 

syllables) for each student and put them in clear 

sheet protectors (one on each side, front/back). 

 Give each student (or in pairs) a poster/board and 

a whiteboard marker.  

 Put the posters for 2 syllable words on the board. 

Explain diphthongs have 2 vowels in the same 

syllable.  

 One by one, put the following words on the board 

and have students break them down into each 

wagon of the train. If the diphthong is in the first 

syllable, have them use the blue wagon poster. If 

the diphthong is in the second/last syllable, have 

students use the green wagon poster. Words: 

piano, auto, avión, ciudad, bailar, duerme, fuerte, 

siesta, patio.   

 Have students complete independent practice 

worksheet SR.5. 

 

 

Center Reading Activities 
 
Notice that C.1 cards do not have the entire 

syllable, only the diphthong used in that word. 

 

 

 

 

Activity cards  C.1 

      Activity cards  C.3 

Activity cards C.2 

Activity cards C.4 

     C.4 Board       C.2 Board 

Syllabic Train Set Posters 

  Worksheet SR.5 
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Online Interactive Activities 

 1. Connect Syllable cards with images (C.1). 

 2. Using C.2 board, place full syllable, separate graphemes and corresponding image.  

 3. Order words in a sentence C.3 contains all the words for all 4 sentences in the book. Cut the cards 

and pair up students with a set of sentences. Order the cards to make complete sentences. Have only 

the cards for one sentence in a ziploc bag and have the students order the words to make the sentence.  

 4. Students cut the C3 words, glue them in order and draw a picture about the sentence.  

 5. Using the C.4 Board, students make 2 syllable words using open and closed syllables and its 

corresponding image.  

 

1. Which syllable?  Students hear “¿Cuál es la sílaba de esta 

palabra?  Students click on the picture to hear the word and 

select the right syllable. 

 

 

2. Counting syllables. Students count the syllables in words 

with diphthongs.  

 

 

3. Find the word. Students select the right syllable 

combinations for the image on the screen.  
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Syllable Recognition 
Students complete syllable recognition worksheets 1-4.   

SR-1: Students connect with a different color the images that have the same diphthong. 

SR-2: Students color the correct diphthong for each image.  

SR-3:  Students read, count the syllables and trace the words.  

SR-4: Students circle the word that uses the correct spelling. 

Worksheet SR.1 Worksheet SR.2 Worksheet SR.3 

Tracing Activities 

Students complete tracing/vocabulary worksheets 1-3.   

TR.1: Students trace and connect capital and lower case closed syllables, the full word, the image and 

write the full word independently.  

TR.2-3: Students trace capital and lower case syllables, vocabulary words and sentence.  

Worksheet TR.3 Worksheet TR.1 Worksheet TR.2 

Worksheet SR.4 



Writing Syllables, Words and Sentences 

Students complete writing worksheets 1-4.  

W.1: Students complete the words using a diphthong.  

W.2: Students  cut and glue or cross out and write the syllables to make words.  

W3: Students trace, separate into syllables and write words. 

W.4: Students read and write  full sentences from the book. First tracing over, then independently. 

Next, students connect the sentences with the related image. 

Worksheet W.1 Worksheet W.2 Worksheet W.3 Worksheet W.4 
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         Reading- Writing  

     Listening - Writing  
Dictation 

 Dictation is a guided practice that develops phonics concepts and skills. Instead of decoding, 

students are encoding: 

  They take a word apart sound by sound. 

        They know the letter that goes with the sound and how to write the letter.  

        They blend letters together to make syllables and then words.   

 Using decodable words only, teacher dictates or tell students words (or sentences) for them to 

write down on paper or small whiteboards.  

 Dictation words:  

 1. piano, duerme, bailar, despierta, siesta, fuego, auto, cuaderno, patio, bueno. 

 2. oigo, jaula, anciano, ciudad, nieve, avión, caimán, cubierta, viento, tiempo.  

 3. Oración: Julia despierta al bebé que duerme la siesta junto al fuego.  

 


